Night collection
Variety is the word to define the collection: fourteen different proposals, fourteen ideas for the night area;
functionality, design and emotions are joined together in beds with a strong personality. To complete the
choice there are “dedicated” containers, coherent in style, along with one multipurpose serie, which can be
freely combined. Conceived to really satisfy any resting requirements, this system includes also
mattresses, pillow and complements.

Teo
Teo bed, in wood, design Paolo Piva, 2002
I like a bed which is beautiful to touch. What material are dream made of? Teo bed, design by Paolo Piva,
has a quality you can feel, whether it is covered in fabric, hide or leather. Teo is the bed for those who like
exclusive style.

Technical characteristics and finishings:
Mat lacquered 28 colours, wenge, walnut c. and spessart oak. Wooden bedframe with fixed bedstead or
with container and tip-up bedstead.
Dimensions:

Dimensions for mattresses:
mm 900X2000
mm 1600 X 2000
mm1600 X 2100
mm1800 X 2000
mm1800 X 2100

865
34”
300
11 3/4”
2200 - 2300
86 1/2” - 90 1/2”

1790 - 1990
70 1/2” - 78 1/2”

895
35”
330
13”
1870 - 2070
73 1/2” - 81 1/2”

2215 - 2315
87” - 91”
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Night collection
Variety is the word to define the collection: fourteen different proposals, fourteen ideas for the night area;
functionality, design and emotions are joined together in beds with a strong personality. To complete the
choice there are “dedicated” containers, coherent in style, along with one multipurpose serie, which can be
freely combined. Conceived to really satisfy any resting requirements, this system includes also
mattresses, pillow and complements.

Teo
Teo bed, in hide, design Paolo Piva, 2002
I like a bed which is beautiful to touch. What material are dream made of? Teo bed, design by Paolo Piva,
has a quality you can feel, whether it is covered in fabric, hide or leather. Teo is the bed for those who like
exclusive style.

Technical characteristics and finishings:
Headboard and bedframe covered with hide.
Dimensions:

865
34”
300
11 3/4”
1790 - 1880
70 1/2” - 74”

2200 - 2300
86 1/2” - 90 1/2”

Dimensions for mattresses:
mm 1600 X 2000
mm 1600 X 2100
mm 1800 X 2000
mm 1800 X 2100
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Night collection
Variety is the word to define the collection: fourteen different proposals, fourteen ideas for the night area;
functionality, design and emotions are joined together in beds with a strong personality. To complete the
choice there are “dedicated” containers, coherent in style, along with one multipurpose serie, which can be
freely combined. Conceived to really satisfy any resting requirements, this system includes also
mattresses, pillow and complements.

Teo
Teo bed in covered, design Paolo Piva, 2002
I like a bed which is beautiful to touch. What material are dream made of? Teo bed, design by Paolo Piva,
has a quality you can feel, whether it is covered in fabric, hide or leather. Teo is the bed for those who like
exclusive style.

Technical characteristics and finishings:
Headboard and bedframe covered with removable fabric and not removable eco-leather and leather.
Dimensions:

865
34”
300
11 3/4”
1790 - 1880
70 1/2” - 74”

2200 - 2300
86 1/2” - 90 1/2”

Dimensions for mattresses:
mm 1600 X 2000
mm 1600 X 2100
mm 1800 X 2000
mm 1800 X 2100
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Teo
Teo containers, design Paolo Piva, 2002

Technical characteristics and finishings:
Mat lacquered 28 colours, wenge, walnut c. and spessart oak.
Dimensions:

677
26 5/8”

525
20 3/4”
Ø 485
19”

Ø 485
19”

1235
48 1/2”

560
22”
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